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What happens when an individual believes in the power of prayer? How does prayer change your

circumstances? Why does God want you to pray? Why kind of miracles can you expect from

prayer? G. C. Bevington was a simple man who entered a relationship with God that will challenge

you. Travel with him through the Ohioâ€“Kentucky countryside as he brings that fire of God to the

people he encounters. You will be encouraged by the many wonders God works through the life of

this one simple, obedient, servant. Remarkable Miracles is a Christian classic of faith and power â€“

and a spiritual lesson on how to have remarkable miracles in your life or ministry!
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This book deserves far higher recognition that it has received. It was written well on a century ago,

and yet, to this very day, very few Christians know of its existence.It's a remarkable testimony - or

rather, a collection of scores of remarkable testimonies, from the life of a holiness Methodist

itinerant preacher by name of C. G. Bevington, based in Kentucky, but who travelled far and wide

across America.The man developed a most remarkable (there's that word again!) faith. He took God

completely at His word - in a way that very few people ever do. He witnessed outstanding answers

to his prayers again and again - usually against the staunchest of Satanic opposition. But he held on

till he got the victory. Most of these stories are accounts of human physical healing. But numerous

others are other examples of miracles - such as the healing of animals, the death of thousands of

earth worms causing damage to a crop, details prophetic visions, control over the natural elements,



and numerous others.In each case, Bevington had to fight, nearly always for hours, and sometimes

continuously for many days or even weeks, to reach the point of victory. this is true intercession -

though oddly the author never refers to it by that term. The intercession was usually accompanied

by days or weeks of fasting, and a complete reliance on God. He distilled a wonderful ability to hear

the voice of God (which, again came through many hours a day in the 'secret closet').The book

ranks alongside the likes of 'Rees Howells, Intercessor' by Norman Grubb, and 'Intercession - Your

Power To Possess Nations' (a much more recent book) by Michael Howard, who in fact was the one

who recommended 'Remarkable Miracles' to me. I'm so grateful that he did.
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